
Kawartha Highlands Provincial Park Rubric

Name: ______________________________________   
Item Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Planning and

Preparation

T/I

- Limited to no planning and

preparation

- Some planning and preparation - Effective planning and preparation - Outstanding planning and

preparation

Trip Food 

A

- Group is missing food items

and food preparation was

inadequate

- Group is missing some food items and

food preparation was somewhat adequate

- Group has brought all necessary food

items and food preparation was adequate

- Group is well organized in

terms of both food items and

cooking preparation 

Waste and

Campsite Care

A

- Group generated massive

amounts of waste

- Campsite was not cared for

- Too much waste and packaging created

- Waste dealt with in a non-

environmentally friendly way

- Campsite in worse state than arrival

- Minimal waste created

- Waste dealt with appropriately

- Campsite left same as when arrived 

- Zero waste created

- Campsite cleaner than when

arrived

Respect for

Wildlife and

other Visitors

A

- Continually disrespectful of

others and park ecosystems

- Some disrespect of the park

- When asked to modify behaviour, student

did not

- Respectful of park ecosystems and

wildlife

- If asked to change, student did so with

understanding of reasons

- Perfectly respectful of park and

ecosystems

- Behaviour consistent with

ecological integrity of the park

Teamwork &

Attitude

C

- Continually causes delays in

the morning & portages

- Not willing to help out the

group when needed

- Causes some delays in the morning &

portages

- Needs to be prompted to help out the

group and others

- Very seldom causes delays in the

morning & portages

- Willing to help out the group when

needed

- Always ready to go

- Continually helps others (even

when not asked)

- Listens to instructions

effectively

Overall

T/I

- Not sufficient skill to

accompany group to

Algonquin PP

- Skills somewhat sufficient to accompany

group to Algonquin PP

- Skills are sufficient to attend the 

Algonquin PP canoe trip

- Skills are very sufficient to

attend the Algonquin PP canoe

trip

T/I =     /10           C=     /5           A=     /20      
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